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F-bridged Anions of Bromine and Gold: Predictions of 

Unexpected Behavior 

Jarno Linnera,[a] Sergei I. Ivlev,[b] Florian Kraus[b] and Antti J. Karttunen*[a] 

Dedicated to Professor Thomas Fässler on the Occasion of his 60th Birthday

Abstract: The significant similarity between MF3, MF4
–, and M2F7

– 

for M = Au, Br is studied using quantum chemical methods. It is 

expected that compounds containing Au3F10
– anions are likely to be 

stable. A theoretical background for the ongoing attempts of their 

synthesis is provided by calculations on the stabilities and molecular 

structures of various bromine and gold anions with the general 

composition of MnF3n+1
– (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). The anions show unexpected 

differences and peculiarities in their energetically preferable 

molecular structures. Different chain-like structures are predicted as 

the global minima for the hypothetical Au3F10
– and Br4F13

– anions. 

Introduction 

Naturally, the chemistry of gold and bromine is rather different 

and distinctive in general. However, some of their compounds 

such as the trivalent fluorides AuF3 and BrF3 show similar 

structures and even similar chemical properties are observed. 

Both AuF3 and BrF3 have been known for some time, and their 

properties are rather well-established. Several reviews regarding 

their physical and chemical properties are available. [1–3]  

AuF3 and BrF3 show a significant structural resemblance in the 

solid state (Figure 1). Upon crystallization both form one-

dimensional infinite chains where the Au and Br atoms possess 

a distorted square planar coordination. The chains can be best 

described using a Niggli formula MF2/1F2/2] (M = Au, Br) [4–8]. 

However, the mutual arrangement of these chains is not the 

same due to the presence of the two lone pairs at the Br atoms 

and the lack of them at the Au atoms. The repulsive interaction 

of the lone pairs belonging to the neighboring Br atoms leads to 

a parallel orientation of the chain planes of BrF3 in space group 

Cmc21 (No. 36). In the case of AuF3, the interaction between the 

neighboring chains is primarily attractive yielding the formation 

of shifted polymeric 6-fold spirals with the rod groups p6122 (No. 

63) and p6522 (No. 67), and the crystallization of AuF3 in space 

group P6122 (No. 178). The coordination numbers of Br and Au 

atoms in MF3 are also different as seen in Figure 1 (coordination 

sphere with a radius of 3 Å): bromine is coordinated by four 

fluorine atoms yielding a distorted planar geometry; the gold 

atoms are coordinated by six fluorine atoms in a distorted 

octahedron-like polyhedron. 

 

Figure 1. Sections from the solid state structures of BrF3 (left) and AuF3 (right), 

showing the infinite one-dimensional polymeric chains. Color code: Br = brown, 

Au = yellow, and F = light blue. 

Both gold and bromine trifluorides are good fluoride ion 

acceptors and can easily form the corresponding square-planar 

MF4
– anion (M = Au, Br), which can be observed in a series of 

isotypic compounds: AMF4 (A = Na [9–12], K [10–18], Rb [10–

12,19–22] crystallizing in the space groups I4/mcm, A = Cs 

[10,11,17,23,24] in Immm) and Ba(MF4)2 crystallizing in the 

space group I  [25,26], as well as in some compounds with 

organic cations, such as [N(CH3)4][AuF4] and [N(C2H5)4][AuF4] 

(the crystal structures of the corresponding BrF4
– compounds 

have not been published so far). [27] Interestingly, provided the 

cation size is large enough, both gold and bromine can form a µ-

F bridged M2F7
– anion, which is observable in such compounds 

as CsAu2F7 [24], RbBr2F7 [28], CsBr2F7 [23]. However, in this 

case the presence or absence of the lone pairs in the M2F7
– 

anion plays a role and leads to different bond lengths and angles 

within the anion. This may lead to a crystallization of the 

compounds in different space groups: CsAu2F7 crystallizes in 

C2/c (No. 15), whereas RbBr2F7 and CsBr2F7 prefer the space 

group P21/c (No. 14). A square planar chloroiodate anion ICl4– 

analogous to MF4
– has been known for a long time and the I2Cl7– 

anion has been recently synthesized with the use of ionic liquids. 

[37] The existence of I2Cl7– was supported by computational 

Raman spectroscopic studies and a thorough investigation of 

the thermodynamics of the iodine(III) polyinterhalogen anions 

with high-level computational methods.  

It was shown recently that RbBr2F7 and CsBr2F7 can attach 

another equivalent of BrF3 forming the peculiar Br3F10
– anion, 

which features a unique µ3-F bridging among three Br atoms 

[28]. To the best of our knowledge, the corresponding gold 

anion, Au3F10
– has yet to be synthesized. However, due to 
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significant similarity between MF3, MF4
– and M2F7

– for M = Au, 

Br, we expect that certain compounds containing Au3F10
– anions 

are likely to be stable. In order to provide a theoretical 

background for the ongoing attempts of their synthesis, here we 

present the results of our systematic quantum chemical 

calculations on the stabilities and molecular structures of various 

bromine and gold anions with the general composition of 

MnF3n+1
– (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). The anions show unexpected 

differences and peculiarities in their energetically preferable 

molecular structures.  

Computational details 

 We carried out quantum chemical calculations using the 

PBE0 hybrid density functional method and Karlsruhe triple-ζ-

valence + polarization basis sets (def2-TZVP).[29] The basis set 

includes a 60-electron scalar relativistic effective core potential 

for gold, all other atoms are treated with an all-electron 

approach. All calculations were done in the gas phase without 

any solvent models. Minimum energy structures were searched 

by optimizing the geometry of symmetric starting structures and 

if the structure contained imaginary modes, the structure was 

distorted along the coordinate of the highest imaginary 

frequency eigenmode. This was repeated until a minimum was 

found. Gibbs free energies were obtained for T = 298.15 K and p 

= 1 atm. All calculations were carried out with TURBOMOLE 

program package (version 7.2) [30] and all pictures were made 

with VESTA software.[31] The bonding in the studied species 

was investigated with the help of Intrinsic Atomic Orbitals (IAOs) 

and Intrinsic Bond Orbitals (IBOs). [32] The plotted IBO 

isosurfaces enclose 80% of the total electron density of the IBO. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 lists all the minima predicted for the anions. Relative 

energies (ΔE) and Gibbs free energies (ΔG) are reported with 

respect to the global minimum structure found for each structural 

formula MnF3n+1
– (n = 1–4). Structures have been given names 

such as c-Br3F10. Here, the bold letter c indicates the relative ΔG 

within all studied Br3F10
– structures, a being the global minimum. 

The Symmetry column reports the point group of the molecule. If 

the starting point was a structure of higher symmetry, the point 

group within parentheses reports the symmetry of the original 

parent structure from which the minimum was found following 

imaginary vibrational modes.  

Almost all bromine-containing anions have a similar gold-

containing analogue. Some of them show different energy 

trends, so it is worth to notice that e.g. c-Br3F10
– is structurally 

different from c-Au3F10. The structural details for all cases n = 1–

4 are discussed in the following sections. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Lowest-energy structures of MnF3n+1
– anions for each value of n (sorted 

based on ΔG). 

Br Au 

Speciesa Symmetryb ΔE 

(kJ 

mol–

1) 

ΔG 

(kJ 

mol–

1) 

Speciesa Symmetryb ΔE 

(kJ 

mol–

1) 

ΔG 

(kJ 

mol–

1) 

a-BrF4
– D4h 0 0 a-AuF4

– D4h 0 0 

b-BrF4
– Td 447 442 b-AuF4

–c Td 393 385 

        

a-Br2F7
– C2 (D2h) 0 0 a-Au2F7

– C1 (D2d) 0 0 

b-Br2F7
– C2 (D2d) 0 0.2 b-Au2F7

– C2 (D2h) 0 2 

        

a-

Br3F10
– 

C2v 0 0 a-

Au3F10
– 

C1 0 0 

b-

Br3F10
– 

D3 2 11 b-

Au3F10
– 

C2h 14 13 

c-

Br3F10
– 

Ci (D2h) 17 15 c-

Au3F10
– 

Ci (D2h) 14 13 

d-

Br3F10
– 

C2h 17 20 d-

Au3F10
– 

D3 73 73 

        

a-

Br4F13
– 

C2 (D2h) 0 0 a-

Au4F13
– 

C1 (D4h) 0 0 

b-

Br4F13
– 

C1 (D3 + 

cis-BrF3) 

3 3 b-

Au4F13
– 

C2 (D2h) 25 27 

c-

Br4F13
– 

C1 (D3 + 

trans-BrF3) 

3 3 c-

Au4F13
– 

C1 (C2v 

isobutane) 

32 34 

d-

Br4F13
– 

C1 (C2v 

isobutane) 

13 7 d-

Au4F13
– 

C1 (D3 + 

cis- AuF3) 

82 79 

e-

Br4F13
– 

S4 15 29 e-

Au4F13
– 

C1 (D3 + 

trans-

AuF3) 

95 93 

f-Br4F13
– C2 (D4h) 15 31 f-

Au4F13
– 

S4 201 196 

a Structural formula, the label a-f indicating the relative ΔG (a = global minimum for 

the structural formula). 

b Point group of the molecule. If the starting point was a structure of higher symmetry, 

the point group within parentheses reports the symmetry of the original parent 

structure from which the minimum was found following imaginary vibrational modes. 

c Not a true local minimum, see text. 
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Neutral species BrF3 and AuF3 

The structures of neutral BrF3 and AuF3 molecules are shown in 

Figure 2. Both species are planar in the gas phase, with three 

fluorine atoms bonded to the central M atom. The point group is 

C2v. Both for Br and Au, the bond lengths between the two 

opposing fluorine atoms are identical to each other and the third 

perpendicular bond is shorter. In the DFT-optimized structures, 

BrF3 has bond lengths of 1.81 and 1.72 Å, while in AuF3 the 

bond lengths are 1.89 and 1.87 Å. These match the 

experimental studies perfectly for BrF3, while for AuF3 the 

corresponding experimental bond lengths are slightly longer with 

1.91 and 1.89 Å.[33-35] F-M-F bond angles in BrF3 are 85.8° 

and for AuF3 they are 93.8°. Bromine atoms have lone electron 

pairs which push the equatorial fluorine atoms towards the axial 

fluorine atom while in AuF3 the equatorial fluorine atoms are 

pushed away. The corresponding angle observed in solid state 

BrF3 is 87.6°, while in AuF3 there are two different angles of 

90.4° and 89.6°. 

MF4
– anions 

The structures of the anionic species MF4
– are shown in Figure 

2. Both for BrF4
– and AuF4

–, the square planar structure (D4h) is 

clearly lower in energy compared to a tetrahedral isomer (Td). 

For BrF4
–, both structures are true local minima, but tetrahedral 

AuF4
– shows several imaginary frequencies and will not be 

discussed further. The Br–F distance is 2.06 Å for the Td–

symmetric molecule, while for D4h–symmetry it is only 1.90 Å. 

The Au–F distance in square-planar AuF4
– is 1.92 Å. In BrF4

–, 

the energy ordering of the two isomers can be mostly attributed 

to electron-electron repulsion. Square planar coordination allows 

the free electron pairs of the Br atom to stay further away from 

the fluorine atoms, forming effectively a pseudo octahedral 

arrangement without elongating the Br–F bonds. In the case of 

tetrahedral coordination, the electron-electron repulsion is higher 

and consequently the Td-symmetric isomer is 440 kJ mol–1 

higher in Gibbs free energy in comparison to the D4h isomer. 

Both square planar species BrF4
– and AuF4

– have been 

observed in the solid state, e.g. in cesium salts CsBrF4 and 

CsAuF4. The calculated bond lengths correspond reasonably 

well with the experimental values, considering the lack of 

counterions and crystal packing in our gas-phase 

calculations.[23,24] For BrF4
–, the Br–F bond lengths are 1.90 Å 

(DFT) and 1.944 / 1.974 Å (exp. CsBrF4). For AuF4
–, the Au–F 

bond lengths are 1.92 Å (DFT) and 1.915 Å (exp. CsAuF4).  

M2F7
– anions 

Anions with the formula M2F7
– were built from the square planar 

MF4
− anions by attaching one MF3 molecule to one of the 

fluorine atoms in MF4
−. Two different high-symmetry starting 

geometries were built: attaching an MF3 molecule so that all 

atoms lie in the same plane leads to a D2h-symmetric starting 

geometry, while attaching one MF3 group perpendicular to the  

Figure 2. Structures of the studied mononuclear species MF3 and MF4
– (M = 

Au, Br). Color code as in Figure 1. 

other leads to D2d symmetry. Geometry optimizations followed 

by harmonic frequency calculations revealed that these high-

symmetry structures were not true local minima. After relaxing 

the high-symmetry structures along imaginary vibrational modes, 

both of them ended up in essentially similar structural minima 

(Figure 3). For M = Au, the only noticeable difference between 

the two minima is that the structure based on the D2d starting 

geometry (a-Au2Br7
–) has C1 point group symmetry, while the D2h 

parent structure (b-Au2F7
–) leads to a C2-symmeric structure. ΔE 

is less than 0.1 kJ mol–1 between a-Au2F7
– and b-Au2F7

–, while 

ΔG is 2 kJ mol–1 due to the higher entropy of the C1-symmetric 

a-Au2F7
–. For Br2F7

–, the optimization of both D2h- and D2d-

symmetric starting structures leads eventually to an identical C2-

symmetric true local minimum. 

It should be noted here that when we discuss square planar 

units, they are perfectly D4h-symmetric only in the case of MF4
–. 

The distorted T-shaped structure of the MF3 molecules seen in 

Figure 1 is carried over to the multinuclear species and is further 

affected by the bridging fluorine atom. In both M2F7
– cases, we 

see an expected elongation of the bond between the M-centers 

and the bridging µ-F atom. In a-Br2F7
–, the Br–F1cis bond length 

is 1.86 Å and the Br–F2trans bond length is 1.79 Å, while the Br–

µ-F4 bond length is 2.14 Å. In a-Au2F7
–, the respective Au–F1cis, 

Au–F2trans, and Au–µ-F4 bond lengths are 1.89, 1.91, and 2.01 Å. 

Owing to its 5d valence electrons, a gold atom has a much more 

spherical and diffuse distribution of valence electron density 

compared to a bromine atom with more directional 4p valence 

orbitals. This results in more flexible bonding and rather similar 

bond lengths within the square planar structural units in Au2F7
–. 

One major difference between the a-Br2F7
– and a-Au2F7

– anions 

is the M–µ-F4–M angle, which is 137º in a-Br2F7
– and 121º in a-

Au2F7
–. The a-Br2F7

– anion prefers a larger F–Br–F angle, 

decreasing electron-electron repulsion between the free electron 

pairs of Br and the electron-rich fluorine atoms. The difference is  
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Figure 3. Minimum energy structures of the M2F7
– species. Color code as in 

Figure 1. 

slightly smaller in the solid state, where the F–Br–F angles in 

CsBr2F7 and RbBr2F7 are 140° and 136°, respectively, and the 

F–Au–F angle in CsAu2F7 is 130°. 

M3F10
– anions 

Adding an MF3 unit to the M2F7
– anion results in much more 

structural diversity and differences in the energetically favored 

geometries (Figure 4). The global minimum for the Br3F10
– anion 

is a C2v-symmetric linear chain with three square planar units 

connected by adjacent (cis) fluorine atoms in the central unit (a-

Br3F10
–). The Br1–F2trans, Br1–µ-F4, and Br2–µ-F4 bond lengths 

for a-Br3F10
– are 1.76 Å, 2.29 Å, and 2.01 Å, respectively. For 

Au3F10
–, a structural optimization starting from the same 

geometry results in a transition state. Displacement along the 

imaginary mode eventually leads to a C1-symmetric global 

minimum structure (a-Au3F10
–), where the Au1–F2trans, Au1–µ-F4, 

and Au2–µ-F4 bond lengths are, 1.88 Å, 2.02 Å, and 2.01 Å, 

respectively. The smaller variation in the Au–F bond lengths in 

comparison to the Br–F bond lengths is in line with the findings 

for M2F7
– anions. Bond angles behave similarly to the M2F7

– 

anion, the Br1–µ-F4–Br2 angle being more linear (138.6º) than 

the Au1–µ-F4–Au2 angle (119.9º). The µ-F4–M–µ-F6 angle also 

differs between the Br and Au species: a-Au3F10
– has an almost 

perfect square planar unit in the middle with an angle of 90.2º, 

while the same angle for a-Br3F10
– is 95.8º. 

Adding an MF3 unit to the M2F7
– anion in a trans-position instead 

of the cis-position discussed above leads first to a planar D2h 

structure, which is not a true local minimum neither for Br3F10
– 

nor for Au3F10
–. In both cases, following the imaginary modes 

and lowering the symmetry to Ci results in a true local minimum 

(c-Br3F10
– and c-Au3F10

–). Here, the M atoms lie on the same 

plane and a zigzag-like chain is formed. The trend of larger 

bridging M–µ-F–M angles for Br occurs again, but to a smaller 

degree: the M–µ-F–M angles in c-Br3F10
– and c-Au3F10

– are 131° 

and 119º, respectively. Among all Br3F10
– species, the central 

square planar unit is the most symmetric in c-Br3F10
–. The F4–

Br2–F5 and F5–Br2–F6 bond angles are 89.4º and 90.6º, 

respectively, while bond lengths are 1.93 Å and 1.87 Å, 

respectively. The longest Br–F distance in any Br3F10
– species is 

the Br1–µ-F4 bond in c-Br3F10
– (2.39 Å). Au–F bond lengths in c-

Au3F10
– are very similar to those of a-Au3F10

–, with a minor 

elongation of the Au1–µ-F4 bond and a shortening of the Au2–µ-

F6 distance. All F–Au–F bond angles are within one degree of 

each other, with the exception of the linear F–Au2–F that is 

perfect 180° in the Ci symmetric c-Au3F10
– and 178.2° in a- 

Figure 4. Minimum energy structures of the M3F10
– species. Color code as in 

Figure 1. 

Au3F10
–. It is also possible to symmetrize the Ci-symmetric 

zigzag-chain structures c-Br3F10
– and c-Au3F10

– to C2h-symmetric 

anions that are true local minima. The resulting Br structure d-

Br3F10
– is energetically less favorable than c-Br3F10

–, but in the 

case of gold, the resulting b-Au3F10
– anion is in fact slightly more 

stable in comparison to c-Au3F10
–. 

As discussed in the Introduction, the experimentally observed 

solid-state structure for Br3F10
– has a bridging µ3-F atom 

connecting three BrF3 units.[25] Experimentally, the bridging F 

atom is slightly elevated from the virtual plane formed by the 

three Br atoms. If the structure is optimized in the point group D3 

so that the bridging F atom and the M atoms lie on the same  

plane, the true local minima b-Br3F10
– and d-Au3F10

– are 

obtained. In agreement with the current results, previous 

calculations at the PBE0/def2-TZVP level of theory showed the 

D3-symmetric structure b-Br3F10
– to be energetically favorable 

over the C2h-symmetric trans-chain d-Br3F10
–. However, the C2v-

symmetric cis-chain a-Br3F10
– is still 2 kJ mol–1 more stable than 

b-Br3F10
– in terms of electronic energy and 11 kJ mol–1 more 

stable in terms of Gibbs free energy. The experimental 

realization of the D3-symmetric b-Br3F10
– anion in RbBr3F10 and 

CsBr3F10 suggests that intermolecular interactions in the solid 

state obviously favor the D3-symmetric structure over the C2v-

chain. In the case of the gold species, the D3-symmetric d-

Au3F10
– is energetically clearly the least favorable structure 

among the Au3F10
– anions. Compared to the global minimum a-

Au3F10
–, the D3-isomer is over 73 kJ mol–1 less stable in terms of 

Gibbs free energy. The Au3F10
– anion is thus expected to have a 

chain-like structure in the solid-state.  
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Figure 5. Minimum energy structures of the M4F13
– species. Color code as in 

Figure 1. 

M4F13
– anions 

We started the exploration of hypothetical M4F13
– anions from 

the D3-symmetric structure experimentally observed for Br3F10
–. 

We first attached one MF3 unit to an F atom in either cis or 

trans.position with respect to the bridging µ-F4/µ-F6 atom. Both 

Br4F13
– anions eventually relax to the same cis-structure shown 

in Figure 5 (b-Br4F13
– and c-Br4F13

–). Optimization of the two 

analogous Au3F10
– anions results in two distinct structures, of 

which the cis-isomer d-Au4F13
– is 13 kJ mol–1 lower in energy 

than the trans-isomer e-Au4F13
–. As expected from the 

energetics of the Br3F10
– anions, the b-Br4F13

– anion derived 

from D3-symmetric b-Br3F10
– has a rather low relative energy 

while the corresponding Au anions are high in energy. The 

fourth square planar MF4 unit also introduces asymmetry in the 

structure. In b-Br3F10
–, the bond length Br–µ3-F4 is 2.30 Å for all 

three bonds, whereas in b-Br4F13
–, the Br1–µ3-F4 and Br2–µ3-F4 

bonds are elongated to 2.39 Å and 2.40 Å, respectively. The 

angle Br1–µ3-F4–Br2 decreases down to 114.8º from the 120º in 

b-Br3F10
–. The Br3–µ3-F4 bond is shortened to 2.15 Å and the 

angles Br1–µ3-F4–Br2 and Br2–µ3-F4–Br3 are increased to 

123.3º and 121.2º. The square planar coordination around Br3 is 

heavily distorted, as the bond lengths Br3–F5, Br3–F6 and Br3–

F7 are 1.81 Å, 1.77 Å and 1.93 Å, respectively. The bridging 

Br4–µ-F7 bond is similar to the other two elongated bridging 

bonds with a distance of 2.39 Å. Next, we studied chain-like 

M4F13
– structures starting from the planar D2h-symmetric M3F10

– 

trans-chains. Adding an MF3 molecule to the middle M atom in a 

branched fashion, perpendicular to the chain, decreased the 

initial symmetry to C2v. Structural optimization resulted in C1-

symmetric minima d-Br4F13
– and c-Au4F13

– (Figure 5). These 

structures are similar to b-Br4F13
– and d-Au4F13

–/e-Au4F13
– in the 

sense that the central square planar unit is rather symmetric, 

while the terminal MF3 units show an elongation of the bridging 

M–F bonds, what is expected. The bridging M–F distances 

elongate much more in the Br4F13
– anions compared to Au4F13

– 

anions. In c-Au4F13
–, the bridging M–F bond lengths vary 

between 1.97 and 2.05 Å whereas in d-Br4F13
– they range from 

1.90 to 2.48 Å. 

Another chain-like structure was derived by starting from a 

linear, planar D2h-symmetric trans-chain. As expected, the planar 

geometry is not a minimum for either M4F13
– case. The M4F13

– 

anions end up in two different C2-symmetric structures that 

retain the non-branched chain structure (a-Br4F13
– and b-Au4F13

–

). The most striking difference between a-Br4F13
– and b-Au4F13

– 

is that Br favors the chain formation from fluorine atoms in the 

cis-position instead of trans, similar to the lowest energy 
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structure a-Br3F10
–. No trans-chain minimum was found for 

Br4F13
–, while for Au4F13

– it is the second most stable Au4F13
– 

anion found in this study. 

Next, we investigated a tetrahedral M4F13
– structure that has an 

S4 point group symmetry. The bridging µ4-F atom is tetrahedrally 

coordinated and the structure is a true local minimum for both Br 

and Au (e-Br4F13
– and f-Au4F13

– in Figure 5). e-Br4F13
– is among 

the Br4F13
– structures with the highest relative energy (ΔG = 29 

kJ mol–1 in comparison to a-Br4F13
–). The bond length of Br–µ4-F, 

2.44 Å, is slightly shorter than what is seen in d-Br4F13
–.   

By keeping the µ4-F bridge and having all M atoms lie on the 

same plane in a cross-like arrangement, we get a D4h-symmetric 

starting structure. The structure is not a true local minimum and 

following the imaginary modes leads to a C2- symmetric 

structure that retains the µ4-F center in a distorted tetrahedral 

coordination (f-Br4F13
–). This structure is almost identical the S4-

symmetric e-Br4F13
–. In the geometry optimization of a D4h-

symmetric Au4F13
–, the µ4-F bridge is instead broken 

immediately, leading to a cis-chain structure a-Au4F13
–. This is 

clearly the energetically most favorable Au4F13
– structure, with 

over 27 kJ mol–1 lower ΔG than the trans-chain b-Au4F13
–. 

Notably, when the square planar units are connected from the 

cis-position as in a-Au4F13
–, the structure can twist towards the 

helical geometry seen in the solid-state structure of AuF3. 

Energetics of formation for hypothetical Br4F13
– 

and Au3F10
– anions 

Based on the small differences in the relative Gibbs free 

energies of the studied Br4F13
– structures, it is difficult to predict 

which structure would be most likely to be realized 

experimentally. The energetics for the reactions MF3 + F– → a-

MF4
– and a-MnF3n+1

– + MF3 → a-Mn+1F3n+4
– are listed Table 2. 

Although the lowest energy structure in all Br cases is a cis-

chain, the only anion with n > 2 synthesized so far is D3-

symmetric b-Br3F10
– with a µ3-bridging fluorine atom. The ΔrG for 

the reaction a-Br2F7
– + BrF3 → b-Br3F10

– is exothermic by –19 kJ 

mol–1. Considering the synthesis of a Br4F13
– anion, it is 

interesting to note that the ΔrG for the reaction a-Br3F10
– + BrF3 

→ a-Br4F13
– is still exothermic by –12 kJ mol–1. For the Au-based 

anions, the reaction Gibbs free energies are rather exothermic. 

ΔrG for the reaction a-Au2F7
– + AuF3 → a-Au3F10

– is exothermic 

by –150 kJ mol–1. This value is significantly larger than for the 

experimentally known b-Br3F10
– (as above, –19 kJ mol–1), but 

despite this no Au3F10
– species has yet been synthetized. Based 

on the energetics, it could be that Au favors the formation of 

longer polymeric chains than Br, possibly resulting in amorphous 

products. 

Bonding analysis 

To better understand the differences between the bonding in 

AunF3n+1
– and BrnF3n+1

– anions, we performed IBO (Intrinsic 

Bonding Orbital) analysis on the most stable structures of all 

MnF3n+1
– species. The partial charges are listed in Table 3 and 

Figure 6 shows the IBOs for selected M–F bonds. The partial 

charge of the Br atoms in the lowest energy BrnF3n+1
– structures 

Figure 6. Selected intrinsic bonding orbitals (IBO) of the neutral species MF3 

and global minima of the anions MnF3n+1
– (n = 2 - 4). The percentages show 

the contribution of each atom to an IBO. In a purely covalent two-atomic bond, 

each atom would contribute 50%. If the percentages do not add up to 100%, 

ther atoms are having small contributions of less than 2%. Atom color code as 

in Figure 1. 

range from +1.40 to +1.45 e–, while the partial charge of the Au 

atoms in the lowest energy AunF3n+1
– structures range from 

+1.50 to +1.55 e–. Considering the Pauling electronegativities of 

Br (2.96) and Au (2.54), the slightly larger positive charge on the 

Au atoms is reasonable. There is a distinct difference in the 

distribution of negative partial charges of fluorine atoms between 

AunF3n+1
– and BrnF3n+1

– species. In all a-BrnF3n+1
– structures, the 

largest negative partial charges are on the bridging µ-F atoms, 

while in a-AunF3n+1
–, the µ-F atoms never show the largest 

negative partial charge. The largest partial negative charge in a-

AunF3n+1
– is found in the cis-position fluorine atoms in the end 

units, which is possibly related to the formation of Au cis-chain 
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structures. Although the variation of F atom partial charges is 

rather small in AunF3n+1
– anions (from –0.51 to –0.61 e–) the 

trends can be seen clearly. In a-BrnF3n+1
–, the variation between 

the partial charges of F atoms is somewhat larger, from –0.44 to 

–0.60 e–. 

 

Table 2. Reaction energies ΔrE and reaction Gibbs free energies ΔrG for the 

reaction a-MnF3n+1
– + MF3 → a-Mn+1F3n+4

– for n = 0–4 (p =1 atm and T = 298.15 

K). b-Br3F10
– is also listed as it is the experimentally found structure although it 

is not the global minimum found in the calculations. 

Br Au 

Species ΔrE (kJ 

mol–1) 

ΔrG (kJ 

mol–1) 

Species ΔrE (kJ 

mol–1) 

ΔrG (kJ 

mol–1) 

a-BrF4
–a 

a-Br2F7
– 

a-Br3F10
– 

b-Br3F10
– 

a-Br4F13
– 

 

–158 

–99 

–66 

–64 

–51 

–160 

–65 

–30 

–19 

–12 

a-AuF4
–a 

a-Au2F7
– 

a-Au3F10
– 

 

a-Au4F13
– 

–337 

–241 

–204 

 

–271 

–331 

–194 

–150 

 

–126 

a Calculations for the reaction F– + MF3  → a-MF4
– were done using the 

COSMO solvation model to avoid positive orbital energies for the F– anion.[36] 

 

The IBOs are much more cylindrical in all BrnF3n+1
– structures 

compared to AunF3n+1
– ones, a direct result of bonding through p-

orbitals in Br and d-orbitals in Au (Figure 6). Concerning the 

interpretation of the IBOs, in a purely covalent two-atomic bond, 

each atom would contribute 50% to an IBO. The most covalent 

bond among the present systems can be found from MF3, where 

the axial M–F bond in both BrF3 and AuF3 shows 69% 

contribution from the F atom and 31% from the M atom. The two 

equatorial IBOs (not shown in Figure 6) are essentially similar in 

BrF3 and AuF3: 78% F contribution, 21% and 20% contribution 

from Br and Au, respectively.  

If we look at the terminal M–F IBOs of MnF3n+1
– in Figure 6, the 

contribution from M atoms always remains larger than 20%. In 

the case of AunF3n+1
–, the Au contribution to the terminal M–F 

IBO is effectively the same for all n > 1, with about 75% F 

contribution and about 25% Au contribution. For the terminal M–

F IBOs, the Br contribution is always slightly larger than the Au 

contribution, indicating that the terminal Br–F bonds are more 

covalent compared to Au–F bonds, as expected. 

The bridging M–µ-F IBOs show more differences for BrnF3n+1
– 

and AunF3n+1
–. For all n, Au–µ-F IBOs show a 10% contribution 

from Au. Note that in Figure 6, only one such bridging IBO is 

shown for each AunF3n+1
– anion, but for example Au2F7

– has two 

such IBOs. At the same time, Au–µ-F bond lengths remain very 

similar: 2.00 Å in a-Au2F7
, 2.02 Å in a-Au3F10

–, and a-Au4F13
–. In 

contrast to Au2F7
–, Br2F7

– shows only one bridging Br–µ-F IBO, 

where each Br atom contributes only 6%. In this case, the Br–F 

bonding is perhaps best described as an ionic bond between 

central F– anion and two BrF3 units. 

Moving on to Br3F10
–, the bridging Br1–µ-F4 and Br3–µ-F6 

bonds turn almost completely ionic with the terminal Br1 and Br3 

atoms contributing only 3%. At the same time the Br1–µ-F4 and 

Br1–µ-F6 bonds and elongate clearly from 2.14 Å in a-Br2F7
– to 

2.29 Å. The bridging Br2–µ–F4 and Br2-µ-F6 IBOs both possess 

clearly larger Br2 contribution of 12%, which is actually closer to 

a Br–F IBO in a-BrF4
– (19% Br contribution, not shown in Figure 

6). a-Br3F10
– is thus best described as having a central BrF4

– unit 

that is relatively weakly bound to two BrF3 units. In the 

experimentally observed D3-symmetric structure b-Br3F10
– (not 

shown in Figure 6), the Br atoms contribute only 4–5% to the 

Br–µ-F IBOs, suggesting that the anion can be described as 

three BrF3 units relatively weakly bound to a central F– anion. 

In a-Br4F13
–, the terminal Br1–µ-F4 and Br4–µ-F10 bonds are 

further elongated up to 2.38 Å and at the same time the Br 

contribution in the corresponding IBOs decreases to 2%. In 

contrast, the atomic contributions in the Br2–µ-F7–Br3 IBO of 

the pseudo “Br2F7
–“ central unit of a-Br4F13

– are in fact identical 

to a-Br2F7
– (Br contribution of 6%). a-Br4F13

– is thus best 

described as having a central Br2F7
– unit that is relatively weakly 

bound to BrF3 units on both ends. 

 

 

 

Table 3. Partial charges (e–) of the lowest-energy MnF3n+1
– structures from 

Intrinsic Atomic Orbital analysis. For numbering, see Figures 2-5. 

Br Au 

Species/atom Partial charge Species/atom Partial charge 

a-BrF4
– 

Br 

F 

 

+1.40 

–0.60 

 

a-AuF4
– 

Au 

F 

 

+1.50 

–0.63 

a-Br2F7
– 

Br(1,2) 

F(2,7) 

F(1,3,5,6) 

F(4) 

 

+1.43 

–0.49 

–0.57 

–0.60 

a-Au2F7
– 

Au(1,2) 

F(2,7) 

F(1,3,5,6) 

F(4) 

 

+1.53 

–0.55 

–0.60 

–0.54 

 

a-Br3F10
– 

Br(1,2,3) 

F(2,9) 

F(4,6) 

F(1,3,8,10) 

F(5,7) 

 

+1.44 

–0.45 

–0.59 

–0.56 

–0.50 

a-Au3F10
– 

Au(1,3) 

Au(2) 

F(2,4,6,9) 

F(3,10) 

F(1,8) 

F(5,7) 

 

+1.53 

+1.55 

–0.54 

–0.59 

–0.61 

–0.53 

 

a-Br4F13
– 

Br(1,2,3,4) 

F(2,12) 

F(1,3,11,13) 

F(4,7,10) 

F(5,9) 

F(6,8) 

 

+1.45 

–0.44 

–0.55 

–0.59 

–0.47 

–0.51 

a-Au4F13
– 

Au(1,4) 

Au(2,3) 

F(4,7) 

F(2) 

F(1) 

F(3,13) 

 

+1.53 

+1.54 

–0.54 

–0.53 

–0.59 

–0.61 

  F(6,9,12) –0.52 

  F(11) –0.58 

  F(5,8) 

F(10) 

–0.51 

–0.55 
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Conclusions 

The systematic computational study presented here rationalizes 

the experimentally observed structural motifs for the BrnF3n+1
– 

and AunF3n+1
– anions. A hypothetical Au3F10

– anion is expected 

to have a chain-like structure in the solid-state. Br4F13
– is more 

likely to exist as a chain instead of a µ4-bridged species 

analogous to the experimentally known µ3-bridged Br3F10
–. For 

both BrnF3n+1
– and AunF3n+1

–, the lowest energy structures are 

chains that link from fluorine atoms in the cis-position. The Gibbs 

free energies for the formation of Br4F13
– and Au3F10

– are 

exothermic, but the strong tendency of gold to form even longer 

chains might hinder the realization of isolated molecular anions. 

Intrinsic Bond Orbital (IBO) analysis shows that the Br–µ-F 

bonds are much more ionic in comparison to Au–µ-F bonds. 

Differences in bonding can mostly be attributed to bromine 

having a p-type valence shell while gold has d-type valence shell. 

The IBO analysis also showed how AunF3n+1
– favors the 

formation of longer chain-like structures, while for BrnF3n+1
– the 

driving force towards chain-like structures is much weaker. 
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